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Searching for images online
Images playa major role in
genealogy. Whether you
are searching for old photos
of the town - or even house

- in which an ancestor lived,
or trying to date a fam ily
photo by looking for similar
images. there's a lot to be
found online, if you know

where and how to search.
The big search engines
(Google, Yahoo! and Bing)
all have an image-specified

search, usually accessible via
their homepage. Most also
add image results to a
standard search.
Photo management and

sharing wehsites are a
brilliant platform for users
to upload their private

photos. Flickr.com is
probably the biggest, but
also check Pho to Bucke t .
com. Searching them is like
searching millions of other
people 's family albums.
Image and film archives
are an invaluable resource
and this issue's free Web
Directory has an index to
such archives - the ideal
place to begin looking.
Simply Google searching
for an image brings its own
difficulties, relying on the
fact that whoever uploaded
an image to the web
labelled it with the same
tagged words that you are
using in your search.
With today's shapel

¢ no control of the first two smges, the only
paths to improving your search technique are
understanding the way keywords work and
how results are ordered.

Adding keywords
Google is by far the world's most popular
search engine, with a market share of morc
than 90 per ceO[ in the UK. This fact alone
is a reason to keep using it, since many of
its handy features are a result of the massive
number of users. For example, the 'Did
you mean ... ?' suggestions for mistyped
keywords are based on
other users correcting
their own mismkes. To
make the most of any
new features, you may
be better off using rhe
classic Google. com
version rather than a localised (for example.
Google.co.uk) versio n, as it can cake rime
for new features to reach other versions.
Entering a keyword - say, the name of an
ancestor - might result with too many results
than are possible [0 check in a lifetime. This
is why you need to narrow down the result
list and promote results that best suits our
search to as higb up that list as possible.
One way of doing so is to add more
keywords. Tbe logical term and aucomatically
applies to the entered keywords. meaning that
if you look for an ancestor by entering sarah
ann mansfield (capitals are ignored in
imcrnet searches). results will, of cou rse,

face -recognition algorithms
becoming fas t and cheap, a
number of sites are racing
to offer a reliable service of
searching using an image,
although results are limited
as it's still in the early stages.
This advanced facility is
already embedded by
Google (hit the little camera
icon to the right in their
Image page search field and
upload the picture you
want to use). Idee Inc is also
developing image searching
software. You can see its
work at tineye.com and
labs.ideeinc.com / upload .
The identification of faces
or landscapes may come
sooner than you imagine ..
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Searching by and for images will change the
face of genealogy in the not-so-distant future

include all web pages containing the words
sarah, an n, and mansfield. H owever, tbar
rule applies also fo r a page rhat includes
information about AliceAnn Mansfield,
daughter of Sarah Saphronia - all the words
are there and such pages will also be presemed
within your results.
Adding more keywords - for example,
places, spouse or cllildren names - might help
in narrowing down rhe results even further.

Narrowing down results
To narrow down the results for including only
the exact phrase
you are looking
for, you can add
quotation marks,
hence entering:
"sarah ann
mansfield". At the
time I entered these two queries, the former
yielded alm ost 20 million results, while the
laner - 'only' about 8,000. Remember that
often genealogy dara presents names with
surname first, so "mansfield sarah ann"
should be tried as well. In fact, you can enrer:
"sarah ann mansfield" or "mansfield sarah
ann" to bring up pages that contain either.
You can also add keywords (hat you want
to llotappear in the results. For example. in
the search for Sarah Ann Mansfield, you may
keep getting a reference to one in Kent that is
definitely not 'your' Sarah. To remove all the
mentio ns of this other Sarah from the search
results, you can just add the operator 'minus'

"ADD KEYWORDS
YOU WANT NOT
TO APPEAR"
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to me query, and therefore input: "sarah ann
mansfield" -kent or "mansfield sarah ann"
-kent. You can even narrow it down by
periods of ti me memioned in the page.
Suppose mar your grandmorher tells you
[hat Sarah An n was born about me same time
Queen VictOria became queen (1837), you
can add to the search query: 1835.. . 1840
for including on ly pages with numbers in mat

range. Looki ng fo r Sarah Mansfield is possible
even if you don't know her m iddle name: you
may use the 'asterisk' operator, hence the query

"sarah

>t

mansfield" for having pages

including the exact ph rase starting with Sarah,
having any word, then ending with Mansfidd.

Using Google effectively
A very powerful, though not commonly used,
Google operator is 'sire:'. which limits the
search to a given website, even jf that website
does not have a built-in search option (and
even ifit has, often these searches are rather
limited). For example, the Commonwealth

"ALWAYS ASK
WHATISTHE
SOURCE AND CAN
IT BE TRUSTED?"
War G raves Commission website, www.cwgc.
org, allows searches for casual ties or cemeteries
by a Few fields (surname, initials. war, yearrange of death, fo rce, and natio nality). Irs
dacabase, however, might hold some more
details o n the soldiers lOBed in action, such
as parents' names and/or place of origi n.
Let's say you know that you had a great
uncle who was killed while serving in rhe
Commonwealth forces, bur you do not
know his name. o nly his mother's name: Jane
Mansfield. RurUlin g the following query in
Google wil l yiel d the names o f kill ed soldiers
for whom the name Jane Mansfield appears
anywhere in their description: jane mansfield
site:cwcg.org. From the resu lts you would
be able to identi fY your hero relative.
Don't forger to search other Google seardl
engin es, such as Google Books - books.
google.com, Google News - news.google.
com and Google Scholar - scholar.google.
com. T he first enables you to search
scanned books. periodicals and other
p rimed materials. The second searches
newspapers, both online and digital
archives of primed o nes; and the third
is for searching (mostly) academic
publications. and is a good resource
for learning more about your scholar
ancestors. The previously mentioned Google
searching operators apply for these, too.
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Check your sources
What do you do if rhe full source isn't
displayed online (perhaps due to copyright
issues)? You can try findin g rhe actual journal,
newspaper or book thro ugh Wo ddeat (www.
worldcat.org), which will connect you to the
catalogues of thousands oflibraries worldwide.
If you didn't find anything relevant with
your queries, you can register an 'alert' before
trying other search engines. T h is is a service
that will keep runn ing your q uery and will
update you by email once there are new results
available. Si mply visit www.google.com/
alerts, enter the search query. choose some
search paramerers, enter your email - and that's
it. This is a particularly useful service for
genealogists, as databases are freq uently
updated or added, saving you the task of
re-enteri ng your searches so orren.
The internet has become one of the most
usefu l tools for genealogical research, but it is
im portant to evaluate and cite any information
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you come across on line correctly. You sho uld
always ask yourself whether the source for
that info rmatio n ca n be trusted. If you're not
sure, then keep a nOte that your new-fo u nd
'['lcts' need further in vestigatio n. And when
citing o nlin e informatio n, always mentio n
when you found it as well as where.
Search engines and web directories, like
this month's cover di sc or Cynd is List, are the
twO most basic tools to look for on li ne
informatio n. Even if YOll cannot yet access the
actual records on li ne, these tips should direct
yo u to where they might be. Remember, the
number of records becoming available to view
online is ever-expanding . •

BEYOND
GOOGLE
There are other search engines such as
Yahoo! or Bing. If you only use Google,
you could miss out on valuable material .
Mocavo.com is the most comprehensive
genealogy-oriented search engine - and
it's free.
Launched in March 2011, it searches
thousands of genealogy websites
holding billions of records; you can even
upload your own family tree, enabling
you (or others, upon consent) to include it
in the search results . www.myheritage.
com / research has a similar approach
with a unique feature : searching
simultaneously by multiple forms of
surname. Using these meta-search
websites may save you lots of time
hopping between genealogy srtes.
Other sites organise material in a
more hierarchical way. Although you
can't search for specific names, you
wi ll find useful resources . Cyndi's list
(www.cyndislist.com ) holds more
than 300,000 links to online resources,
grouped by topic. RootsWeb.com is
another huge free directory with good
sub-sites like RootsWeb Surnames List
(RSL), a user·generated regIStry of
surnames (almost a million surnames at
present); Message Boards (more than
17 million posts on over 160,000 boards);
and region-based tools and research aids.
It is important to note that while
huge online repositories like the British
library's British newspapers collections
(http://newspapers.bl.uk and www.
britishnewspaperarchive.co.uk) offer
extensive searchable databases, their
content is not visible to search engi nes
like Google or Mocavo.
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